A 200 PERSON HOMELESS SHELTER
FOR

VOLUSIA COUNTY, FLORIDA
!
BASED ON THE REPORT BY

DR. ROBERT G. MARBUT, JR, PH.D
OCTOBER 1, 2014

Dear VFCoC members:

!

I would love to be at your meeting, but business has me in Rochester, NY at the moment. However, I do want to add my thoughts to the discussion about the emerging
homeless strategy.

!

Firstly, I have given my time free to design the project because I am so convinced that the need, coupled with the potential for the public good, is so worthy. Having
designed the 92 bed Family Shelter on North Street in Daytona Beach ten years ago, and seeing what a profound difference it has made, and continues to make, to the
residents and to the community, made me jump at the chance of helping with this project. Am I doing this purely out of the goodness of my soul, you may ask? No. It
comes from the satisfaction of being able to participate in a truly professionally satisfying effort. We architects don’t get many chances at those, and it’s worth every feepenny to grab them when they come.

!

What has been most exciting recently as Robert Marbut’s efforts have unrolled, is the broad demonstration of enthusiasm for the project. I have had a chance to get to know
better the HUM folks and observe their nearly miraculous leverage of their resources at the North Street facility. I have now had the opportunity to get to know Chet and his
SMA people and to see their broad and effective commitment to their mission. It takes almost no effort to see what an incredible partnership theirs will be.

!

My part is to attempt to articulate the need of the homeless recovery mission into the language of architecture. Certainly my experience with North Street has helped. There
are many ingredients that can push the project to success, and here are a few as i see them.

!

1. LOCATION. As our realtor friends would say, “locationlocationlocation!” Since the facility needs to address the homeless dilemma in not just one town, but in all sixteen
towns and cities in the county, it is fair to require that the facility be as close to the center of all the municipalities served as possible. So the accompanying Volusia
County map shows how truly central the SMA Crisis Center facility is. Transportation is always a major factor, but in this instance, the challenge is surmountable, and
affordable. The fact that the geographical center is where the SMA Crisis Center is located is a major stroke of good fortune for the project.
2. FACILITY. The structure I have shown is as economical an enclosure of space as can be provided. It’s the Walmart of buildings. Simple exposed steel frame; painted
block walls; tile-free concrete floors; etc…But some design strategies have been employed to make the complex airy, light, inviting, maintenance-lite, mother natureproof, and as close to self-sustaining as possible. The enclosed illustrations attempt to make these points.
3. NEED To understand the financial need for this facility, we only have to ask Judge Belle Schumann what the killer burden on the jail system the homeless dilemma
imposes. We only have to ask the medical community the huge cost of swelled ERs full of repeat homeless patients. We only have to ask merchants and hoteliers to give
page and verse to the financial hammer-effect of vagrancy on their businesses. I hope there will soon be a portrayal in real dollars of the total cost to all of us of the
homeless reality around us. If that financial portrait is created, for your own safety, be sure to not be standing in the way of the stampede of supporters for this project.
4. PROCESS We are at the early stages of having the homeless issue finally being addressed. To do it right will take a lot of effort and cooperation among many. The
numerous faith organizations will need to re-channel their well-meaning efforts to moving away from local feeding efforts and support the wisdom of central homeless
services. Municipalities across the county will absolutely need to carve the dollar commitment in stone. The facility itself will need to be as carefully considered and
crafted as possible. As the program evolves, the building configuration will be tweaked by guidance from users, engineers, and the homeless clients themselves. Careful
thought and input will be brought to bear on every aspect of the facilities’ design.
5. NAME “Safe Harbor” has been questioned as the name of the project. Actually, I think it’s fine. After all, it will be a place to avoid the elements, (rain, wind,
cocane,alcohol, etc.), to find safety and services where to make necessary repairs, then to be able to depart for calmer and more hospitable seas. As the project grows
and adds further services, new names for additional facilities can be added. Rather than waste energy on a naming process at this point, I hope we will direct all our
focus on making this the most successful center possible.

L. William Chapin, II, FAIA - Architect
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The map of the county illustrates the!
central location of the Safe Harbor site.

Safe Harbor!
Homeless Shelter

Stewart-Marchman-ACT!
Crisis Center

• Common reception area links
Stewart-Marchman with the new Safe
harbor Shelter, where staff can !
determine new arrivals’ needs!

!

• After evaluation, the new arrivals
are assigned to the appropriate
residence pavilion.

•

Safe Harbor consists of two separate pavilion wings which are
connected by an open-air “promenade”.!

!
•

The promenade device also affords a substantial energy-saving
economy,

The sleeping capacity of the four
pavilions would be between 190
and 380 depending on bed
configuration!

!
!

Each pavilion has full communal
bathrooms along with lounge
areas, which are furnished with
table seating.

The pavilions would employ air convection strategies to
enhance interior comfort. !

!

Additionally, no windows ever are subject to solar heat gain!

•

The open-air Promenade would be partially covered, and would also
feature several small gardens. It would have benches for the
residents to use for outdoor gathering.!

!

•

!

This roofless view of the pavilions show how the spaces relate.!

•

The Safe Harbor’s 26,000 square feet of roof could ultimately
become a solar harvesting farm capable of satisfying both Safe
Harbor and Stewart-Marchman-ACT’s total energy needs. !

!
•

!

While not in today’s budget, future development strategies to entice
charitable contributions for solar collection could in time see the
installation become complete. !

!

•

!

In preparing this proposal I
have had a chance to
observe and listen to the
staffs of both StewartMarchman and HUM, and I
have been most impressed
with their sincere and
effective commitment to
their missions. Given the
tools that a focused facility
like this would provide
them, it’s exciting to
contemplate the wonderful
benefit to both the
homeless population and to
Volusia County residents
alike that would result.!

